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The bestselling author delves into his past and discovers the inspiring story of his

grandmother’s extraordinary life She was black and a woman and a prosecutor, a graduate of

Smith College and the granddaughter of slaves, as dazzlingly unlikely a combination as one

could imagine in New York of the 1930s—and without the strategy she devised, Lucky Luciano,

the most powerful Mafia boss in history, would never have been convicted. When special

prosecutor Thomas E. Dewey selected twenty lawyers to help him clean up the city’s

underworld, she was the only member of his team who was not a white male.Eunice Hunton

Carter, Stephen Carter’s grandmother, was raised in a world of stultifying expectations about

race and gender, yet by the 1940s, her professional and political successes had made her one

of the most famous black women in America. But her triumphs were shadowed by prejudice

and tragedy. Greatly complicating her rise was her difficult relationship with her younger

brother, Alphaeus, an avowed Communist who—together with his friend Dashiell Hammett—

would go to prison during the McCarthy era. Yet she remained unbowed.Moving, haunting, and

as fast-paced as a novel, Invisible tells the true story of a woman who often found her path

blocked by the social and political expectations of her time. But Eunice Carter never accepted

defeat, and thanks to her grandson’s remarkable book, her long forgotten story is once again

visible.
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wove a spell and took possession of one, yet all the while one was conscious of a certain

familiarity.—EUNICE ROBERTA HUNTON, “Replica” (1924)PROLOGUEThe raids were set for

nine p.m.So secret were the targets that the one hundred sixty New York City police officers

involved were not allowed to see their orders until five minutes before the hour. They were told

to wait on specified street corners for final instructions. Corruption in the city was that bad. If

the cops had known in advance where they were going, the suspects would have been gone

long before the raids started. So they waited, stamping their feet against the winter chill. In the

frigid night air, their breath formed a faint curling mist. It was February 1, 1936, an icy cold

night to be chasing some colored woman lawyer’s crazy theory.At eight fifty-five, the orders

were opened. The targets were brothels, eighty in all, some of them fancy townhouses, others

no more than tiny back rooms. All were believed to pay tribute to the Mob leaders who ran

crime in the city.The police went in as scheduled. At most addresses they knocked and were

admitted. At some they broke down the doors. They found women and men alike in various

stages of undress. One woman fled “partly unclad” down a fire escape. Some of the customers

climbed out windows. Others slipped past the cops and into the street. This was not difficult,

because few of the raids comprised more than two or three officers. But most of the men were

detained. Many were prominent city professionals: lawyers, bankers, civil servants. The orders

were to question the men long enough to get evidence that prostitution was taking place, then

let them go. The women were handcuffed, taken to the station houses for booking, then

transported in taxicabs and whatever else was available to the Woolworth Building, on lower

Broadway, at this time still one of the three tallest in the world. They rode the freight elevator to

the thirteenth floor. The thirteenth floor was usually unoccupied but tonight was buzzing with

activity, for it had been taken over for the next few days by the team of lawyers assembled to

work with Thomas Dewey, the special prosecutor for organized crime. One of the lawyers

logged and tagged the women as they arrived. Her name was Eunice Carter, and she was both

the only woman and the only Negro on the team.Months earlier she had come up with the

theory that the Combination, which controlled prostitution in the city, was run by Lucky Luciano,

the most powerful Mafia leader in the country. Dewey had been skeptical but had finally agreed

to let her look into it. Eunice had drafted another lawyer to help. Together they had assembled

the evidence and badgered Dewey until he yielded. The team had convicted some minor

organized crime figures, but Luciano had proved untouchable. There was no way to connect

him with the multifarious businesses, legal and illegal, from which he took a cut. Everyone was

scared of him. He had risen to the top by ruthlessly eliminating those above him and those who

were his equals, including some who had helped him in his climb. No one would testify against

him. So Dewey had agreed to try Eunice’s idea.The February raid produced a wealth of

witnesses and leads, and as evidence against Luciano mounted, he slipped out of the city. He



turned up in Hot Springs, Arkansas, famous at the time both as a place to gamble and as a

place for fugitives to hide out. Local authorities kept finding reasons to keep him there rather

than let him be extradited. Finally the state attorney general intervened. The mobster offered

him a $50,000 bribe. To no avail. The judge told Luciano’s lawyers he had no choice but to

send him to New York. Three city detectives accompanied him on the train ride

northward.Lucky Luciano—known to his intimates as Charley Lucky—was more than another

powerful gangster. He had, in a sense, invented the modern Mafia, arranging for power to be

shared among several “families” rather than vested in the traditional capo di tutti capi. He had

devised the system under which the heads of the families would meet regularly to set policy

and settle disputes. And he had, until recently, successfully kept his name out of the headlines.

But here he was, under arrest, hauled into court like any other mobster.Luciano’s trial on

prostitution charges was held not in the New York criminal court building but in the civil

courthouse on Foley Square, on the ironic ground that it was easier to fortify against a possible

Mafia assault. There were guards everywhere. Not since the Civil War, the papers clamored,

had New York City seen such armament. Forty patrolmen on foot and six on horseback kept

back the surging crowds outside the courthouse. Two dozen detectives were posted in the

courtroom or just outside. These were in addition to court officers and sheriff’s deputies without

number. Newsmen and photographers thronged the hallways.In June, to widespread

astonishment, the jury convicted Luciano of compulsory prostitution. Eunice, listening to the

verdict in the courtroom, probably kept her usual poker face. But she must have felt a certain

satisfaction. She was black and a woman and a lawyer, a graduate of Smith and the

granddaughter of three slaves and one free woman of color, as dazzlingly unlikely a

combination as one could imagine in New York of the 1930s, and without her work the Mafia

boss would never have been convicted. She was an ambitious woman and had plans. She was

just shy of her thirty-seventh birthday, and had come a long way from her segregated Atlanta

childhood. Hers was the idea that had put away the country’s biggest gangster. In the process

she had become one of the best-known Negro women in America. She would receive honorary

degrees, be featured in Life magazine, lecture around the world, be handed medals and

plaques from civic organizations everywhere. She would become a prominent and influential

figure in the Republican Party. Her professional future seemed to pulse with bright and endless

possibility. As she sat there on that fine June afternoon, she must have believed that she had

only to reach out her hand and choose a direction.Eunice Carter was my grandmother. This

book is her story.* * *Eunice died when I was in high school, and I remember her mainly as a

stern and intimidating woman of advanced years. She had a younger brother, Alphaeus, who

would have been my great-uncle, though I have no memory of having met him. But, as I have

learned while at work on this project, he figured prominently in her life. I have never known my

forebears as well as I should have. My parents, like so many others in the darker nation,

shared the family stories of achievement but omitted the details of racial slights and

discrimination, as if the telling were subject to what the historian Jonathan Holloway describes

as a “psychologically enduring editor’s pencil.” So for me, writing this book has been a journey

of discovery, both about my own family and about the history of the community that Eunice and

Alphaeus, in very different ways, tried to serve. In the process, I have gained a richer

understanding of the world that formed my grandmother, and perhaps, as well, a greater

sympathy for her habit of holding her grandchildren at a stern distance.It is the curse of

historians, as the estimable Gordon Wood pointed out in gentler language, to judge the past by

the norms of the present. Here I will try my best not to do that. If sometimes I slip—if now and

then my passion seeps through—the reason is that the experience of reliving my



grandmother’s story is filled as much with pain as with pride. Her accomplishments were

remarkable, but there is tragedy mixed with the triumph. Things did not always work out as

neatly as they might have had she been white, or male, or both. The triumph of Eunice’s story

involves her constant and remarkable reinvention. As ambition drove her ever upward, she

would find her path blocked—now by race, now by gender, now by politics. Sometimes she

would march through the barriers. Other times she would find a new and different route toward

higher ground. The point was to be always in motion while remaining faithful to the values to

which she had been raised.My grandmother’s life was far more complex than what we learn of

her in books about the Luciano case or even in family legend, and this complexity mirrors that

of the black community itself, or of African America, if you like—or, as I prefer to say, of the

darker nation. So although what follows is in part the story of an extraordinary individual, it is

also the story of an extraordinary people, a community that has survived all the wickedness

visited upon it over the past four hundred years—a people, as my wife, Enola, likes to say, who

made a way out of no way.Much of what you are about to read may seem unbelievable. But

there really were black people a century ago who did the things that I will describe, who wrote

and spoke the way they do here, who accomplished the feats that move this story. True, the

people you will encounter in these pages were not all there was to the darker nation. They

were a thin slice. African America, then as now, comprised mostly people who lacked both the

advantages and the opportunities available to many in this tale. But the struggle to build lives

and families in the whitest and harshest days of segregation was their common fate. And yet

from within that segregated world emerged remarkable stories of triumph.In the fall of 2014,

two episodes of HBO’s Boardwalk Empire, which is set during and just after Prohibition,

featured a black female lawyer who worked for the New York district attorney. The role was

small. She had perhaps two lines. Still, viewers were incredulous. Online comment threads

swiftly filled with mockery: Ridiculous. Anachronistic. One post after another insisted that there

weren’t black lawyers back then—not black women lawyers, anyway. And certainly there were

no black female prosecutors. The casting, the skeptics insisted, was just another example of

Hollywood political correctness run amok.But they were wrong. My Nana Eunice was real …

and really did prosecute mobsters … and lived a life so remarkable that her story should have

been told long ago. I am grateful for the opportunity to tell it now.* * *One word of warning

before we begin. The era in which Eunice lived was not politically correct. Neither will this book

be. I will use the words to refer to the race that people would have used at the time. To do

otherwise would be an insult to a proud people and a prouder history. The darker nation has

survived worse than a few uncomfortable words. For there is a secret our forefathers and

foremothers knew that we nowadays too readily forget: if you let them know that their words are

getting to you, they will never stop repeating them.PART IINHERITANCEA child has a right to

the inheritance of the very best of body and soul its parents can bestow. If these are not

granted, the child is defrauded of its birth-right.—ADDIE HUNTON, “A Pure Motherhood the

Basis of Racial Integrity” (1902)CHAPTER 1THE BURNINGAtlanta was burning. Throughout

the Fourth Ward, houses and businesses were aflame. Ordinarily the neighborhood bustled

with life—lunch counters and banks, doctors and dentists, stores and churches, saloons and

back alleys, all thick with the burgeoning middle class of the darker nation. But on this violent

night, colored families huddled in back rooms behind drawn shades. Lamps were doused.

Pistols and hunting rifles were solemnly distributed among wives and children, because at any

minute the angry white mob might break down the door. Rumors flew from house to house:

Negroes pulled from the streetcars on the bridge and beaten to death on the tracks below.

Negroes shot to death while trying to protect their property. Most of the rumors were true. It



was late September of 1906, and the complacency of black Atlanta had been shattered.Among

those waiting for the mob to come were William and Addie Hunton, along with their two young

children. Eunice was seven years old. William Junior had just turned three. The family’s home

at 418 Houston Street was several blocks from the epicenter of the violence, but the Huntons

were as frightened as everyone else. What Addie would later call the “pent-up hate and envy of

a dominant group” had burst whatever shaky norms of civility and decorum had previously

managed to hold it in check. The riot had taken everyone by surprise. The commercial classes

of black and white Atlanta were deeply intertwined through networks of loans, services, and

trade goods. Slavery had been dead for four decades. Civic leaders touted the city as an

example of what the South could be. To be sure, just two years earlier Atlanta had accepted

the Supreme Court’s invitation in Plessy v. Ferguson and imposed racial segregation on its

streetcars. To be sure, the local papers had for several days run screaming headlines about

nonexistent assaults by Negro men on white women. To be sure, rival Democratic candidates

for governor were competing over whose program would more thoroughly disenfranchise the

darker nation. To be sure, a white neighbor had recently told Addie that she was very sorry but

their children couldn’t play together anymore: people were beginning to talk. In short, all black

Atlanta must surely have felt something wicked brewing. But nobody knew it would be as bad

as this.The violence continued for two days. The mob has been estimated variously from the

middle hundreds to the middle thousands. Negroes were beaten. Many were killed. The precise

number is disputed because nobody in those days kept careful count of dead Negroes, least of

all in the South. The deaths may have numbered over a hundred.Yet the main target was not

people. The main target was property. The riot began on lower Peachtree Street, at that time

the heart of the Negro business district. Black-owned banks and insurance companies,

barbershops and restaurants, real estate agents and newspapers, all had premises there.

Many subsisted heavily on business with white customers. The mob did not care who the

customers were. The mob cared who the owners were. For years worried whites had been

exchanging whispered half-truths: The Negro middle class was taking over Atlanta. Negro

workers were taking white people’s jobs. And at lower wages. The politicians refused to act, so

the rioters took matters into their own hands. The Fourth Ward was where the well-to-do of the

city’s black community lived; the Fourth Ward, therefore, would be the target.Family legend

holds that the rioters stopped one house away from the Hunton residence at 418 Houston

Street. Possibly the tale is even true. The block on which my great-grandparents lived was half

black and half white, neatly segregated down the middle, and their house sat precisely on the

border. (In case the mob wondered which homes to attack, the city directory helpfully

appended next to the name of each colored family the symbol “(c).”) A white neighbor had

offered to hide the Huntons should they be driven from their home, but they chose to stay and

guard the house. There is no family story on whether William and Addie armed themselves

against the mob, but they might well have. At this time, owning a firearm was still a signal of

manhood, and despite efforts to restrict gun possession among Negroes, most colored

households would have had weapons of some kind. The guns, as it turned out, were needed.

When the rioters grew bored of burning and killing in the environs of Peachtree Street, they

tried to leave the business district and swarm into the residential areas, spilling onto the tree-

lined lanes amongst the stout houses, searching for fresh targets. They were greeted with a

hail of gunfire as Negro families protected their own.The mob fled.I have little trouble imagining

the family’s relief.* * *Of course the police eventually arrived, followed the next day by the

state militia, which made several hundred arrests. And in a mighty show of egalitarianism, a

handful of those locked up were even white. But most of those arrested were black men with



guns, trying to protect their homes and businesses. In the Brownsville neighborhood, near the

city’s great Negro colleges and universities, a combination of mob and militiamen went door to

door, searching for weapons. Men who resisted were shot dead. Many of the rest were dragged

off to Atlanta’s dreaded stockade. Nobody was surprised. Negroes were constantly being

arrested in the city, for crimes they committed and for crimes they did not, for rudeness or

talking back or looking at a white woman, for being in the wrong neighborhood or being

suspected of being in the vicinity of the wrong neighborhood. Upon conviction, many of these

men were, in the words of one historian, “literally sold to the highest bidders.” Convicts were

much in demand as workers, and the state, not the convict, got the wage.After the wave of

arrests, local newspapers assured their white readers that the city was now safe from

marauding Negroes with guns. The newspapers, of course, had the facts backward, probably

on purpose. Atlanta’s black middle class realized that its tranquil existence in the midst of Jim

Crow was a lie. The riot had shaken the general sense of security. Among those shaken were

the Huntons. William’s work took him away frequently. He was an international secretary for the

Young Men’s Christian Association, and his duties led him all over the world. He had lunched at

Buckingham Palace. In a few weeks he was scheduled to give a speech in Tokyo. Addie, too,

was frequently out of town. She was a popular writer and speaker on issues of race and

womanhood. She lectured all over the North. She taught part-time at a Negro college in

Alabama. When both parents were away, a maid or a friend looked after the children. Now that

seemed inadequate protection. William and Addie made their decision. Atlanta was no longer

safe. They would take their children and move north.The Huntons were not alone. The

emigrants numbered in the thousands. Black and white leaders alike begged the Negro middle

class to stay, and begged those who had left to return. Scant weeks after the riot, President

John Bowen of Gammon Theological Seminary would write an essay assuring those who had

fled that order had been restored and the community was safe. Booker T. Washington himself

wrote to the New York Age, an influential Negro paper, urging students at Atlanta’s several

black colleges to head back to the city, where “the dangerous period, I am sure, has passed.”

But the exodus continued.The migration frightened Dixie. The South was losing both cheap

labor and skilled professionals. Hoping to keep Negroes put or lure them back, Southern states

began running newspaper advertisements in the North touting their virtues. The ads spoke of

wonderful colored schools and plentiful land for cultivation, available at low prices. Some

counties bragged that they had never had a lynching. A few states even sent commissions to

Northern cities to make the case for return face-to-face. Few of the emigrants listened—and

William and Addie Hunton were not among the few. “With the Huntons’ departure,” one

historian has written, “black Atlanta lost two of its most influential black activists.”* * *Actually

the family’s life in Atlanta had been rounded by violence. Their arrival in the spring of 1899

happened to coincide with the lynching of Sam Hose, a particularly brutal murder that made

worldwide headlines, not least because for the next few days you could buy pieces of the

mutilated Negro in the city’s shops. After the lynching, the Huntons considered leaving but

decided that duty required them to stay. The themes of duty and hard sacrifice, learned at her

parents’ feet, would become a constant of their daughter’s life.When the family arrived in

Atlanta, Addie was pregnant. Two earlier children, Bernice and William, had died in infancy,

probably of tuberculosis. The third pregnancy proved difficult. The Huntons worried. So

cautious were they that William did not so much as mention Addie’s pregnancy to his protégé

and close friend Jesse Moorland until June. Before that, William had only dropped hints. “Have

lots to tell you,” he had written in April. “But must wait.” When their third child, a girl, arrived on

July 16, 1899, her parents did not give her a name. Not at first. They wanted to make sure that



she would survive. As late as August 8, in a letter to Moorland, William would refer to his

daughter only as “Sugar.”Two weeks later, Sugar finally had a name. On August 22, William

wrote to Moorland from Atlanta: “Wife, Eunice Roberta and I are well and send regards to Mrs.

Moorland. Our house is going up nicely.”She had a name. She had a house. “Eunice came and

bound our love more closely,” her mother would write years later.* * *In October of 1899,

when Eunice was three months old, the family took possession of “their handsome new home”

at 418 Houston Street—an event recorded in a popular Atlanta Constitution column called

“What the Negro Is Doing.” The house no longer stands, and no images have survived, but

photographs of other dwellings from the neighborhood in that era show gabled Victorians with

wide, ornate porches. The Hunton home is usually described as “modest.” This should not be

taken to mean that it was small. Thirty years later, Eunice would recall that the family “lived

quite comfortably, in a 12-room house staffed by a cook and a maid and a man to tend the

furnace and garden.”The property lay at the less expensive end of Houston Street. Farther

west were the larger and more impressive homes of the truly well-off of the darker nation. It is a

peculiar irony of our history that it cost less to build nearer to the white precincts of the Fourth

Ward. Down at the better end of Houston Street lived the Whites, George and Madeline, whose

son Walter would grow up to become the revered head of the National Association for the

Advancement of Colored People. The Whites and the Huntons were friends. Their children

knew each other. George White was a mailman. Federal jobs like his were precious and highly

sought after. On the night of the riot, the White home was specifically targeted by the rioters.

They tried to burn the house, shouting, “It’s too nice for a nigger to live in!” But the Whites were

among those who returned fire, driving the mob away.Just beyond the White home lay

Peachtree Street, with its increasing number of Negro businesses. One popular destination

was the Gate City Drug Store, a black-owned pharmacy and lunch counter that “served as a

busy gathering place for working- and middle-class black Atlantans.” (One of the grievances of

the mob, later, was the transfer of the store from white to black ownership.) Gate City proudly

advertised its soda fountain as “the most costly one in the south.” Nearby was the Freedman’s

Bank. At 66 Peachtree Street was the “elegant and palatial” barbershop owned by the

legendary Alonzo Herndon, at that time the city’s preeminent barber, whose employees were

all black and whose clientele was exclusively white. The neighborhood where the Huntons built

their house was home to many of the great institutions of colored Atlanta. The family

worshipped at First Congregational Church, led by the Reverend Henry Hugh Proctor, at that

time perhaps the most prominent Negro preacher in America. And just around the corner from

the Huntons’ home was the most revered institution in the Fourth Ward—the Houston Street

School, the place where their precious Eunice began her formal education.The Houston Street

School, properly known as the Gate City Colored Public School or the Fourth Ward Grammar

School, was located at 399 Houston. It was one of only three schools for colored children in the

entire city, and, when it opened, the only one staffed by black teachers and run by a black

principal. “[T]he colored people insisted on having persons of their own race teach their

children,” noted the head of the school board in apparent perplexity. The school was the pride

of the community. In the midst of the Fourth Ward, the middle classes of the darker nation were

creating a world in the teeth of a system that, to say the least, had other plans for Negro

education. The Houston Street School, by all accounts, represented exactly what the

segregationists feared. It was a place where the darker nation could raise its own children to its

own values. Its commitment to excellence would be lauded for decades in the memoirs of

leaders of the race. Assuming the Huntons followed the same model as other parents in the

Fourth Ward, Eunice most likely enrolled in 1904, just after her fifth birthday.By this time, the



family had a fourth member. William Alphaeus Hunton Jr. was born in September of 1903. He

was named after his father, of course, but also after the brother who had died in infancy. To

avoid confusion, William Junior soon became known as plain Alphaeus. Both children struggled

with bouts of illness. So did their mother. William sometimes described Addie as sickly, and

perhaps she passed on this trait to her children.* * *Despite the cook and the maid, Eunice’s

family was far from wealthy. Her father William, born in Canada, was the only black

international secretary for the Young Men’s Christian Association. The YMCA of the early

1900s had not yet been reduced to running health clubs and providing inexpensive

accommodations; the association of that day was a rich and powerful organization with

chapters around the globe. Her father’s constant travel was in service of the organization’s goal

of building strong and virtuous Christian men. William was responsible for creating almost from

scratch the network of colored YMCA branches in the United States, a necessity at a time

when the Christian warriors who ran the group countenanced the widespread racial

segregation by the local branches. (A branch in Norfolk, Virginia, still bears his name.) And

because the International Board was headquartered in Switzerland and held conferences all

over the world, William was frequently abroad.He built the house on Houston Street for the

family he and his wife hoped to have. The couple moved from Virginia to Atlanta, Addie would

later write, because William considered the city “a very desirable center for the supervision of

student work to which he then hoped to devote the major part of his time.”Addie had attended a

prestigious Boston high school. In Atlanta she taught penmanship and shorthand to girls.

Sometimes she taught them at the local colored branch of the Young Women’s Christian

Association. Sometimes she taught them in her home. At one point William complained to his

friend Jesse Moorland that her students had started to overwhelm the household.Eunice’s

mother, Addie Waites Hunton, in the early 1900s. Addie was an activist and clubwoman, and

famous throughout the community for her views on Negro motherhood.HUNTON FAMILY

PHOTOGRAPHEunice’s father, William Alphaeus Hunton Sr., an international secretary of the

Young Men’s Christian Association.HUNTON FAMILY PHOTOGRAPHThe Huntons moved

comfortably in Negro society. The family’s comings and goings featured regularly in the pages

of the black press. Their future in Atlanta, in those halcyon days at the dawn of the century,

seemed summery and bright.William was a stern and often distant man, but he delighted in his

playful and precocious daughter. In August of 1900, just after her first birthday, the ink was

smudged in one of William’s letters to Moorland, his confidant. “Eunice caused the blots above,”

he wrote indulgently. “She is into everything in a minute.” Two months later we find this: “Eunice

is as sweet as sugar & it will be hard to pull away Monday for a two months trip.” Early the

following year: “My stenographer [Addie] has gone to the Club. And this baby girl is a case.

Anyway, she is a joy forever.” In February he urged Moorland to bring his wife to Atlanta: “She

[won’t] believe how smart Eunice is, even when you tell her. She must come [&] see for herself.”

There are more letters in the same vein. And this outpouring of delight is unique in William’s

letters. On other topics he is either serious or grimly humorous. Nowhere else does he allow

this simple joy to come to the surface. Plainly his daughter touched something in him that the

rest of the family did not.William was very much a man’s man. When he had worries, he shared

them not with his wife but with Jesse Moorland. Moorland, an Ohioan with a divinity degree,

had become the association’s second colored international secretary. The two men were the

same age and had similar tastes and philosophies. Both were fired by a determination to build

the YMCA within the darker nation even as they challenged its determination to maintain

racially segregated branches. William’s many letters to Moorland are full of emotion. At home

with his wife, however, he was a stoic presence. Addie occasionally grew frustrated by his



preternatural calm. She would rage at him, and in response he would quote Japanese

philosophy. She loved her husband but now and then must have felt a degree of relief when he

went on the road.Addie also traveled, even if not as often as William. She served for a time as

principal of the Commercial Department at Alabama’s Agricultural and Mechanical College for

Negroes (now the Alabama Agricultural and Mechanical University), in the town of Normal.

There, too, she taught secretarial skills. Sometimes at her many speaking engagements Addie

would be referred to as Mrs. Hunton of Normal, Alabama, rather than Mrs. Hunton of Atlanta,

Georgia. In his two decades of correspondence with Moorland, William, too, always referred to

his wife as Mrs. Hunton. But little Eunice, the apple of his eye, he called Sugar.* * *The

Huntons moved to Brooklyn early in 1907. As it happened, in May of the same year, Antonio

and Rosalia Lucania arrived in New York City from Palermo, joining tens of thousands of

immigrants from Italy who that year spread themselves among the rows upon rows of

tenements on the Lower East Side of Manhattan. Salvatore, their third son, was nine years old.

His parents enrolled the boy at P.S. 19, where he somehow picked up the nickname Charley.

Soon he would begin playing hooky to run the streets with a wild and violent bunch.The

Lucania family arrived just in time to endure the New York garbage strike of 1907, which began

when cart drivers on the Lower East Side walked off their jobs in late June. Within two days,

most of the drivers in the city were on strike. The great heaps of refuse and the baking summer

heat transformed the busy streets into a fetid, steaming mess. Residents began setting the

garbage ablaze, creating huge noxious bonfires. New Yorkers walked the streets with scarves

and handkerchiefs covering mouths and noses.A principal cause of the labor strife was the

corruption in the city Sanitation Department. Supervisors routinely used their authority to

penalize drivers who supported the wrong political candidates. Drivers who annoyed their

bosses were sometimes fired illegally, and had no recourse. Most of the drivers were Italian

Americans. The city sent out strikebreakers to collect the garbage. Armed groups of men

scattered them. Police guards were set up. They fought pitched battles with angry mobs. The

police used their revolvers. In response, bombs were tossed from rooftops. The mob found

ways to evade the police and get at the drivers. The police presence was strengthened. In

Harlem, where colored cart drivers were also on strike, a riot broke out. The police clubbed

Negro men and women indiscriminately. Officers accused the women of grabbing them so the

men could attack. The public, by now, was in open revolt. People just wanted the garbage

collected. With the city under pressure, the strike was soon settled. Both wages and conditions

for the drivers were improved. Charley Lucania may have still been a boy, but these men were

his family’s neighbors. He must have heard their stories. And he would surely have been

impressed by the realization that city officials had no more integrity than anyone else. It was

clear that there was money to be made from corruption, and in the decades to come he would

make a great deal of it.Across the East River, the black woman who would become his

nemesis was also in grade school. Eunice was a year and a half Charley’s junior. And although

she was smart and ambitious and would grow up to be a lawyer, there was nothing in the

inauspicious beginning of her career to suggest that when, later on, the boy grew up to be

Lucky Luciano, the most powerful Mafia leader in history, she would be the one to take him

down.CHAPTER 2THE LEGACYThe character traits Eunice would require for the pursuit of

Luciano ran deep in her family. Her parents were once sitting in a whites-only coach on a

railroad train in the South. This was in the 1890s, right around the time the United States

Supreme Court decided in Plessy v. Ferguson that railway segregation did not violate the

Constitution. The conductor came along and ordered them to move. I can see him looming over

them, prim and officious in his uniform with brass buttons and tie and billed cap, expecting the



colored couple to comply at once. And following his orders would surely have been the wiser

and easier response. But that did not happen. William talked the conductor into letting them

stay where they were. William never so much as lost his temper. Instead, he reasoned the

conductor around to his point of view.Had the conductor not backed down, William would have

faced arrest. But here the story has an intriguing coda. In Addie’s telling, her husband, a man

who devoted his life to battling unfair treatment of Negroes, undertook this courageous act not

as a matter of egalitarian principle but so that his wife would not be discommoded. He was a

great traditionalist, and would not see her embarrassed in such a fashion.Actually William

came by this fortitude naturally. We see the same determined calm in his father, Stanton

Hunton, the grandfather Eunice never met but greatly admired. Born around 1809, Stanton was

enslaved in Fauquier County, Virginia, where he was owned by a man named Thomas Hunton,

who had been a general in two of the country’s wars. The name of Stanton Hunton’s father is

unrecorded, although the historian Christine Lutz speculates (I am skeptical) that he might

have been Thomas’s brother William. Stanton’s mother was probably a woman named Betty,

owned by one Gustavus Horner of Fauquier County. In any case, his mother was surely

enslaved; and so the act that led to Stanton’s conception we might call less than voluntary. Like

the forebears of so many African Americans, Stanton was a child of rape.The Hunton family

was a prominent one. Thomas’s nephew Eppa Hunton II was a Confederate general in the Civil

War and later a successful lawyer. The third Eppa, known as Eppa Hunton Jr., was a founder

of what is today the powerhouse international law firm of Hunton & Williams. So if Lutz is

correct that William Hunton was Stanton’s father, then Eppa II was Stanton’s cousin, and Eppa

Jr., who founded the law firm, was his first cousin once removed.Thomas died around 1829,

and Stanton (known in those days as “Staunton”) was one of fourteen slaves who passed into

the hands of his wife, Mathilda, or “Mitilda” as she was called in her husband’s will. Stanton

was a skilled laborer, most likely a carpenter, although he has also been described as a

blacksmith. According to family legend, Stanton escaped not once, not twice, but three times.

On his third try, he reached Erie, Pennsylvania, a terminus of the Underground Railroad,

where, so close to freedom, he was snared by the slave catchers and dragged back to Virginia.

Another story holds that he was taught to read by the “kindhearted” woman who owned him (if

we can consider “kindhearted” a human being who owns another). Kindhearted or not, during

the agricultural depression that struck the South during the 1830s, Mathilda Hunton began

selling off slaves. She finally sold Stanton to William C. Gaines, a notorious negrophobe.

Gaines thought the presence of free Negroes constituted a dire threat to the Commonwealth

and regularly lobbied for their forcible removal. And yet, probably with considerable reluctance,

he allowed Stanton to purchase his freedom. Either Gaines, too, was experiencing liquidity

problems or Stanton had managed to earn so much money that the bargain was too good to

refuse.* * *Stanton Hunton’s deed of emancipation—again, in the document he is

“Staunton”—is dated January 24, 1837. It was filed in the courthouse the following day, at

which point, in the eyes of the law, he became a free man. After purchasing his freedom from

Gaines, Stanton remained for a time in Virginia. The state law requiring freedmen to leave the

Commonwealth within six months allowed exceptions by court order. Many former slaves

remained longer. In 1840, about 10 percent of Virginia’s black population was free. Neighbors

rarely turned in freedmen who overstayed the legal limit, and the authorities, even if informed

that a free Negro was living in Virginia illegally, almost never took formal action. So Stanton,

had he wished, could probably have stayed without penalty. But he decided to ask formal

permission. Perhaps this was prudence, but one observer has suggested that Stanton was

trying to show himself to be “a loyal and dutiful person attempting to live within the law.”



Whatever Stanton’s motive, in early July of 1837—just short of the six-month grace period—he

filed a formal petition at the Fauquier County courthouse asking for an extension. The petition

was joined by two other former slaves, one of whom was also filing on behalf of her children.

Apparently no one objected.Stanton eventually left Virginia and—again, according to family

legend—crossed the Potomac into Washington, D.C., where for a time he made his home.

Nothing is known of his years there. Presumably he worked at his trade, saving money with

which to continue his journey. Yet even in freedom Stanton would have been in danger. The city

at this time was full of freedmen and runaways alike. A Negro might be stopped by the

authorities at any moment. The officers would demand to see his manumission papers. If he

could not produce them, he could be arrested on the spot and sold back into enslavement.

Probably Stanton did not stay in Washington an instant longer than he had to.By 1843, Stanton

had crossed the Canadian border and found his way to Chatham, Ontario, a town in Kent

County that had become a haven for the formerly enslaved. There Stanton prospered. A street

of businesses in buildings he constructed was known as the Hunton Block. In 1846, now

formally known as Stanton, he traveled to Natchez, Mississippi, to purchase the freedom of his

brother Benjamin. Free black men in Mississippi—the state was notorious for this—were often

arrested and sold back into slavery, and this fate was more likely to befall free Negroes in and

around Natchez than in the rest of the state. Stanton went anyway, made a deal with the man

who owned Benjamin, and brought his brother back.In 1858, the abolitionist John Brown

arrived in Chatham. Brown was recruiting for his planned raid on Harpers Ferry, a murderous

attack that has gone down in history as a precipitating cause of the Civil War. Brown hoped to

provoke a slave rebellion. A large public meeting of Chatham men cheered him. But the

pending raid was a secret vouchsafed only to a few. Stanton was among the few. A family story

holds that the attack was largely planned at the Hunton kitchen table. The story is likely an

exaggeration, but Stanton was certainly involved. He was nearly fifty, but Brown’s vision

enthralled him. He even wanted to accompany the raiders. His family talked him out of it.Brown

launched his assault in October of 1859. He had guns ready to be distributed to the slaves he

assumed would flock to his banner. But the word never got out. The townspeople fought back.

Two were killed. A contingent of federal troops arrived, under the command of Colonel Robert

E. Lee. Brown and his men were cornered. Several died in a firefight. The rest were captured.

Brown was tried and hanged. Had Stanton gone, he would doubtless have been hanged

alongside him, as was the one Chathamite who had joined the band. When the names found

on documents in Brown’s possession at the time of his arrest were published in the

newspapers, “S. Hunton” was among them. With cries for the arrest and execution of all of

Brown’s co-conspirators echoing in the North as well as the South, Stanton never returned to

the nation of his birth.By this time Stanton was married to a woman named Mary Ann Conyer,

of whom little is known except that she was from Cincinnati and had been born free. Together

they had nine children. The eldest was named Benjamin, after Stanton’s brother, who had died

not long after his rescue from enslavement. William Alphaeus Hunton was the couple’s seventh

child, arriving in October 1863. He was born, wrote Addie later, “into a free and intelligent

atmosphere” and was blessed with “a large and happy family.” His mother died four years later,

after giving birth to two more children. After that, his sister took over the household, with the

assistance, for a time, of Mary’s “stern but devoted” mother.As a boy, William was known to

friends as “Billie,” a nickname Addie tells us she refused to use even though her husband

urged her to. William’s upbringing was strict and traditionalist. His father was of the view that

“boys should be systematically industrious.” Therefore, he loaded down his sons with chores:

cutting and cleaning, running errands, and even managing his various businesses. Stanton



believed that hands should never be idle. When his sons ran out of chores, he would send

them out back, where he stored the bricks he used in his construction business, and have them

move the heavy piles from one corner to the other. If the workday was still not done, he would

instruct them to do the same in reverse.The strictness of William’s raising would color his entire

life. Nothing was as important as duty. He excelled at Chatham’s Wilberforce Academy, a

private school on whose board his father served, and afterward found employment with the

Canadian government in Ottawa. But he soon accepted a position with the YMCA, where he

was swiftly named secretary of the colored branch in Norfolk, Virginia. Ranking officials of the

association wondered whether it was wise to send a black Canadian into the United States—

worse, into the South—where the racial norms would be very different from those to which he

had been raised. But they had not reckoned with the Hunton fortitude. William, unruffled, made

a considerable success of the Norfolk branch, not least because of his success in persuading

local white merchants to open their wallets. Soon, aided by his wife, Addie, he began to expand

his YMCA operation across the region.* * *Addie was born, probably in June 1866, into a

prosperous Norfolk family. Her parents, Jessie Waits and Adelina Lawton, had both been

enslaved. Her mother was probably born in South Carolina, her father in either Virginia or

North Carolina. Like her mother, Addie was christened Adelina. The name came from the white

daughter of the family that had owned her parents; she had opposed secession and was

disinherited. Jessie and Adelina Waits had four children, three daughters and a son. Addie was

the eldest. Her mother died in 1882. Afterward, Jessie sent Addie to Boston, where she lived

with an aunt and attended the prestigious Boston Latin School, believed today to be the oldest

school in America still in operation, having been founded a year before Harvard. Among her

classmates was James A. Gallivan, who would go on to serve eight terms in Congress. After

graduation Addie taught briefly in Fort Valley, Georgia, although this period of her life remains

largely unaccounted for. But certainly she showed no reluctance to travel on her own around

the South. Around 1890, she returned to Norfolk, where she met William, then serving as

secretary of the city’s colored YMCA. They married three years later and moved first to

Richmond and then, in 1899, to Atlanta.In addition to her teaching, Addie worked as her

husband’s secretary and helped edit the magazine he founded for the YMCA’s colored

branches. She also wrote for Voice of the Negro, a popular national magazine edited by Max

Barber and John Wesley Bowen. Despite her frequent illnesses, she was constantly looking for

things to do. In the late 1890s, she had even enrolled in business college in Philadelphia. But it

is not clear whether she ever completed her degree. Late in 1898, still in Philadelphia, she fell

ill once more—so ill that William canceled his travels and hastened to her bedside. What they

thought was illness was actually pregnancy: she was carrying Eunice.By the time the riot drove

the family from the city, eight years after their daughter’s birth, Addie had attained prominence

not only as a clubwoman (she was involved in the founding of several of the most important

organizations of colored women) but also as an activist, particularly on behalf of Negro women.

She lectured frequently, including to all-male audiences, about the betrayal of the race that

occurred when men mistreated the women in their lives—an unpopular subject at a time when

most Negro men cared only about the barriers created by color. Questions of gender were as

relevant to their concerns as the phases of the moon. Her most famous address, delivered in

August of 1902 in Atlanta to the Young People’s Christian and Educational Congress, was titled

“A Pure Motherhood the Basis of Racial Integrity.”In the speech, which is still being reprinted

today, Addie argued that the most important duty of colored women—she never said “Negro”—

was to tend to the family. The home was where the children of the race were born and raised,

nurtured and taught. And there the problem lay: “As a general rule, the highest and most



blessed duty of the family is totally disregarded.” She drove home the point:A child has a right

to the inheritance of the very best of body and soul its parents can bestow. If these are not

granted, the child is defrauded of its birth-right.Her conclusion fit perfectly the class prejudices

that by then had taken hold among the more educated of the darker nation. Many among the

black middle class had come to believe that the behavior of the less educated colored folk was

holding back the progress of the race. Certainly William shared this view. In 1899, he had

joined with other prominent colored men of Atlanta in endorsing a literacy test for voting, as

long as it was applied, without distinction, to white and colored alike.This position was

consistent with William’s view of life. His philosophy did not demand sweeping changes in the

social order. He believed in self-improvement. He held that the Negro race could accomplish

wondrous things if the white race would only leave it alone. His YMCA work among colored

men was fired by his determination that the race must better itself by education, hard work, and

Christian virtue. The riot that drove the family from the state only strengthened his conviction

that the fate of the race lay in its own hands.Within months of the Atlanta riot, the Hunton family

headed northward, stopping briefly in Washington, D.C., before arriving in Brooklyn, most likely

in early 1907. Addie and the children boarded with friends on Decatur Street while she

searched for a place of their own; William spent most of his time traveling. At first the Huntons

intended the sojourn in the North to be a temporary one while William traveled. But the family

never returned to Atlanta. They would raise their children in Brooklyn.* * *The move north

changed the family’s life, and not for the better. At first, with William still in Asia, cash was tight.

Addie was being lauded by the Negro press as “one of the greatest women of our race.” Even

the mainstream papers took note of her organizing activities. But accolades did not pay the

bills. She penned a plaintive note to Moorland: “When Mr. Hunton left, he told me you would

send me some money in March. I would not need it but for the constant sickness in my family.”

She explained that Eunice was recovering from tonsillitis and Alphaeus “has been wrestling

with typhoid for seven weeks.” She had to pay both a doctor and a nurse. A scribbled note at

the end asks Moorland to please send a money order. (What Addie did not say, probably

because she worried that Moorland would tell her husband, was that she, too, had been ill.) A

few days later, chagrined by whatever response she received, Addie sent a hasty qualification:

“I did not mean that you should send me of your own purse.” And yet she did not entirely

retreat. She made clear that she still needed help. She made no mention of Eunice, but told

Moorland that Alphaeus, although now recovering, was “still confined to the room.” She also

confessed that she herself had now fallen ill.At last enough was enough. With her husband

away and little money coming in, Addie realized that she would have to earn her own living. In

the spring of 1907, she found full-time employment with the national office of the Young

Women’s Christian Association at the salary of forty dollars per month. She was hired as a

“special worker,” tasked with evaluating potential colored branches. At first the post was

intended to last only through the summer, but somehow her tenure was extended, and later

that year she “embarked on a five-month tour of the South and Southwest” to prepare a report

on Negro women and the YWCA—the first of many journeys that would take her away from

home for extended periods. Meanwhile, she continued to be invited to address the meetings

and conferences that marked the club life of the black middle class.Still Addie remained

dissatisfied. Money remained short. She began to grow depressed. She had swiftly tired of

Brooklyn, which was so crowded and dirty in comparison with the South that she loved and still

described as her home. She had tired, too, of William’s long absences, for although by the

summer he had returned to the United States, he was practically living in Atlanta and

Washington, leaving her alone with the children. And she had tired, probably, of her husband’s



condescension, for he was very much a man’s man. Although he would sacrifice much for his

wife, he rarely confided his concerns, or even shared his emotions. He had been raised to

believe that the problems of men were not to become the worries of women. When upset or

fearful, William would write another letter to Jesse Moorland. Some of the letters gently

belittled his wife.And so in the fall of 1908, two years after the riot, Addie decided to act. Under

a pretext, she inquired of her friend Mary Church Terrell, who had spent two years in Europe,

how much it might cost to live abroad. Then, her mind made up, Addie carried out her plan.

She took the children and decamped for Germany. Eunice was nine; Alphaeus was five. Their

destination was Strasbourg, at that time still part of the German Empire. It was an entirely

different world. Addie enrolled at Kaiser Wilhelm University, where she began a course in

German and philology. The children attended a private German-language school. Back home,

William continued his work as though nothing had changed. He was now living chiefly in

Washington, home of the Colored Department of the YMCA, which he ran. The only difference

was that his wife no longer visited from Brooklyn, and he no longer went north to see the

family.The sojourn in Europe was something new for Addie and the children. William was a

world traveler. His YMCA work had taken him everywhere: Switzerland, Japan, Korea, England.

No one else in the family had previously visited Europe. Now Addie and the children lived in

Germany and traveled to Belgium and Holland and France. They vacationed in Switzerland,

where they saw “most of its far-famed mountains and lakes from Rigi to Mt. Blanc.” This was a

time when Americans rarely traveled abroad, and those who did were heavily white and rich.

Yet the darker nation fascinated Europeans. The Times of London wrote in an editorial that “in

respect both of physical refinement and intellectual capacity, the American negro shows a

marked superiority over the African.” Back home, leaders of the race eagerly credited press

reports that “at the various courts of Europe,… the prejudices so prevalent in this country

concerning the dusky-hued brother are not only unknown but likewise unintelligible.” And the

family’s stay in Europe coincided with the very moment when for the intellectual classes of the

continent (even in Germany) an appreciation of jazz was becoming a symbol of one’s

engagement with the avant-garde.Eunice and Alphaeus would each later describe their

European excursion in terms suggesting that the family was happy there. Both children

developed an excellent facility with the German language. Addie wrote to her husband every

week. William’s letters to her, she tells us, were “boyishly joyous” about how well his work was

going. Somehow the distance seemed to strengthen their relationship, “despite the ocean

between.” Moreover, her own ambition was at last being truly satisfied: she was working toward

the university degree she craved, and from a school in Europe no less. Yet after a year and a

half, Addie returned to the United States, her course unfinished. She was concerned about her

husband. William, she feared, was working too hard and might relapse, for he had long been

troubled by an unexplained but serious respiratory malady. Other sources say that William was

already quite ill, and Addie was worried that this time he might not recover.The family’s return

from Europe occasioned a moment of unexpected racialist theater. On June 6, 1910, Addie

and the two children arrived in New York on the Nieuw Amsterdam, which had left Rotterdam

on May 28. Eunice was a month shy of her eleventh birthday. Alphaeus was almost seven. The

three were briefly detained as they disembarked. The stated reason was “LPC”—meaning

“likely to become a public charge.” This category was for aliens who, in the judgment of the

immigration officer, would be unable to support themselves; it was applied with some frequency

to foreign women traveling with children but no husband. The officer was, of course, mistaken

in assuming that they were aliens. All were American-born. But because her husband was

Canadian, Addie was traveling on a British passport. A Negro woman traveling with two



children, no husband, and no American passport—an immigration officer’s racial nightmare.Yet

even though the files to this day record Addie as “LPC,” the classification turned out to be only

an excuse for detaining her. The true reason was different. Addie and the children had taken

ship with a young German woman named Marie Rodenbeck, a fellow student in Strasbourg,

whose lifelong dream was to go to America. As the white press gleefully reported, however,

Rodenbeck’s friends back home had become concerned. She was traveling to the United

States in the company of a colored family and even shared the same second-class suite—

some said as their maid—and, as a result, “might be ostracized by white Americans.” The

papers loved the man-bites-dog aspects of the story: the detention of a white woman for

consorting with Negroes. Rodenbeck, wrote the Baltimore Sun, “did not know there was any

feeling here about a mingling of the races.” Her friends therefore arranged for an official of the

German consulate to meet her at the dock and have her held at Ellis Island while he tried to

persuade her to return home. According to the press, Addie and the children were also held so

that she could testify at Rodenbeck’s hearing.Rodenbeck was released the next day, after she

admitted to immigration officials that she “was not aware of the color line in this country” or, in

the words of the New York Times, “the difficulties she might encounter with the negress on

arriving here.” As for Addie, she and the children had already been freed the previous day. She

told the Tribune that the entire episode had been “a great mistake” and that Rodenbeck, whom

she described as “a cultured woman of considerable means,” had certainly not accompanied

the family “as a servant.” Rather, the two women had simply been traveling together as a

convenience. A few weeks later, Addie told the New York Age that she had received an apology

from immigration authorities. As for Rodenbeck, she moved to Michigan, where she married a

year later and, as far as is known, passed out of the family’s life.William Hunton, who met his

wife and children dockside, accompanied them throughout the ordeal. Despite his illness, he

went along to Ellis Island and was with them when they were at last set free at four o’clock in

the afternoon on the day the ship docked. Often such cases could stretch out for a week or

more. I like to think that what explains officialdom’s change of heart is that Addie, following the

example of her husband with the railway conductor, talked the immigration officials out of their

racialist instinct that something was amiss. Like William before her, Addie displayed a

remarkable capacity for channeling fortitude and indignation into calm and persuasive

conversation.* * *Eunice and her younger brother Alphaeus, around 1913. She was

vivacious and charming. He was quiet and bookish.HUNTON FAMILY PHOTOGRAPHAnd so

the family abandoned Europe and settled once more in Brooklyn. For a time Addie cared for

her husband. In the fall of 1910, scant months after Addie’s return, William had two minor

operations. He seemed to recover, but was left with “a chronic coughing” that never really went

away. Over the next few years, William and the disease would be in a constant battle. But as

William recovered his strength, he went back on the road. Soon he was essentially living in

Washington, headquarters of his beloved Colored Department. As for Addie, she was off again,

this time under the auspices of the YWCA, which had hired her once more, this time to prepare

a study of its colored branches. She joined the boards of various Negro institutions. The press

of the darker nation continued to laud her. She even made the mainstream papers again, this

time when she was to be a guest for tea at the home of Professor and Mrs. John Dewey to

hear her friend Mary Church Terrell speak about women’s suffrage. The tea was canceled after

the landlord threatened an injunction against the interracial gathering.These years must have

been confusing for Eunice and Alphaeus. In Atlanta their father had been constantly on the

road, and half the time their mother was, too. For a year and a half in Germany, they had been

with their mother without seeing their father. After Addie brought them back stateside in 1910,



the children once more boarded with the Hairstons in Brooklyn, even as their father purchased

a lovely townhouse at 922 S Street, N.W., in Washington, close to his place of work. Addie

began shuttling back and forth between the two cities but was soon spending more time with

her husband than with her children. Documents from the period refer to both Addie and William

as residents of Washington. Eunice and Alphaeus, on the other hand, never moved down from

Brooklyn.At Thanksgiving of 1913, anticipating their father’s return to Brooklyn, Eunice and

Alphaeus were “dancing for joy.” But William wrote from Georgia to say that he would not be

coming home after all. Addie worried that her husband’s health had taken another bad turn but

said nothing to the children. He finally arrived in Brooklyn shortly before Christmas, and the

whole family could see that he was ill. Yet as soon as he felt better, he went back on the road.

The cycle of work and illness continued. William refused to stop his travels. In April of 1914, as

he sat with his wife in the parlor of their townhouse at 922 S Street, he collapsed. Soon he was

coughing up blood. He was diagnosed with an advanced case of tuberculosis, the same illness

that had claimed the life of at least one and possibly both of the first two Hunton children. At

first William was cared for in Washington. Addie made frequent visits to see the children but

each time quickly returned to her husband, leaving them behind. Soon William returned to

Brooklyn, where by now the family had a place of their own at 575 Greene Avenue.William’s

sojourn in the city was brief. He and Addie moved on to Saranac Lake, New York, famous at

the time for its tuberculosis sanitarium and the “cure cottages” that dotted the landscape,

where sufferers could breathe clear mountain air. Alphaeus came up to Saranac Lake to stay

with his parents. Eunice remained in Brooklyn, attending Girls High School, probably still

boarding with the Hairstons. In the fall of 1914, William was still seriously ill but looked forward

to Christmas, when Eunice would come up to Saranac Lake to visit. For the next two years,

William and Addie shuttled back and forth between Brooklyn and Saranac Lake, depending on

his health. Addie still went occasionally on the road to lecture. In the summer of 1916, she was

one of the few women to attend the Amenia Conference, arranged by W. E. B. Du Bois and

Joel Spingarn. The participants, representing most of the major organizations of the darker

nation, tasked themselves with dividing responsibility for the movement for equality following

the death of Booker T. Washington, whose widow was a dear friend of Addie’s. The outcome of

the meeting mattered. Washington’s views were controversial, but even his critics conceded his

dominance of the activism of the darker nation. With his passing, many feared that rivalries

would rend the movement asunder. The organizers hoped that his more traditionalist followers

and younger, more radical activists might find a way to make common cause. If by some

chance Addie dithered about whether to attend, I suspect that her husband, stoic in illness as

in health, encouraged her to go.In October of that year, William told his wife that he knew he

was failing and wanted to go home to Brooklyn. On Wednesday, November 29, the day before

Thanksgiving, he died. The pain and coughing had become so severe that he had been kept

heavily medicated for some while. But early that same morning, in a lucid moment, he had

asked for some time with the children, and prayed for them, hands on their heads. Shortly after

they left for school, the last rites were administered. Years later, Addie described her husband’s

passing:It was all so beautiful, so quiet, and yet with such a full and thrilling sweep from time

into eternity that my sorrow was stilled and I could wail no monody. My desolate hour must

wait. This had been Mr. Hunton’s triumphant hour—the consummation of all his devotion to

service and to God.Expressions of sympathy poured in from around the globe. On the college

campuses where William had tirelessly pushed YMCA work, young colored men held prayer

meetings and vigils and memorial services. This was a spontaneous response, not a centrally

organized activity. The young men loved him. It was really that simple. Addie was admired and



feted and could draw cheering crowds, but William was loved. When William and Addie

boarded that first train to Saranac Lake, two students who knew him happened to be on board.

They attended to his every need, even getting off the train to fetch fresh milk. When the two

young men reached their stop and detrained, they stood on the platform and removed their

hats in respect.Addie’s own grief was private. Although she was touched by the many letters of

support, she seemed to think she should hide her feelings from the world. Three months after

her husband was buried, she would construct her own memorial. She would dry her eyes and

get back to work, going back on tour for the causes she and William believed in.CHAPTER

3THE STUDENTThe children coped as best they could. Eunice had always been the more

vivacious, the charmer, their father’s favorite. She was outgoing and openly ambitious. Back in

the summer of 1907, the family had vacationed in Sea Isle, New Jersey. On the beach one day,

eight-year-old Eunice told a playmate that when she grew up she wanted to be a lawyer. When

he asked why, she explained that she wanted to make sure the bad people went to jail.

Perhaps she had been infected with her parents’ belief in the importance of working for justice.

Perhaps she was just remembering the violence of that September night and the family’s flight

from Atlanta. In school she worked hard. She was always an excellent student, a favorite of her

teachers. According to family stories, the teenaged Eunice was bright and charming, respectful

to her elders, but to her peers a bit of a show-off, rarely worried about whom she might wound

with her sharp, clever tongue.During her father’s illness, Eunice had grown somewhat distant

from the family. It was her younger brother, Alphaeus, who accompanied his parents up to

Saranac Lake during the last year of William’s life; Eunice by contrast was only an occasional

visitor. When William died, the daughter he called Sugar was a senior at Girls High School in

Brooklyn. The following fall, she would enroll at Smith College, in Northampton,

Massachusetts.Toward the end of William’s life, he spent much more time with Alphaeus than

with Eunice. When William had the energy, father and son would walk the beautiful mountains

surrounding Saranac Lake. Together, they would sit up late on the porch, having quiet

conversations. William also helped his son with homework, although I suspect that his son

rarely needed much assistance. Alphaeus had always been bookish. As a child, he “would read

all night if he were not found out.” He preferred to keep his own company and think his own

thoughts. In the fall of 1917, a year after William’s passing, Alphaeus entered Boys High School

in Brooklyn, where he not only excelled academically but became something of a leader.

During the first term of his first year, he won a medal for the best essay on the Liberty Bond,

tops among the six hundred boys in his class. His favorite activity was the debate team. But he

could not be content with academic achievement alone. He hungered for knowledge. The

November 1921 issue of the Crisis celebrated an unusual achievement: “Colored high school

students in Brooklyn, N.Y., have organized the Alpha Chi Sigma Fraternity in the interest of

higher scholarship. William A. Hunton, Jr., is the secretary.”Left alone, Alphaeus would surely

have devoted all of his time to scholarly pursuits. That choice, however, was not available. After

William’s death, the family fell on hard times. Addie and William Sr. might have been celebrated

by the darker nation, but their work was not of a kind that promised financial security. High

school summers found Alphaeus working as a Red Cap at New York’s Pennsylvania Station,

saving money for college. A few years later, Addie and her son would even resume boarding

with the Hairstons. Probably Alphaeus obtained the job at Penn Station through the good

offices of Harry Hairston. Harry was a Pullman porter and worked on the trains. Alphaeus, as a

Red Cap, carried bags in and out of the station.According to Dorothy Hunton, Alphaeus’s third

wife, who would later write his biography, “The bags he carried were so heavy that they caused

his right shoulder to droop, and made one arm two inches longer than the other.” But he could



not quit because “the hard work supplied the means to continue school.” More accurately, he

was earning the means to begin, because it would be four tough years before he was able to

start college.Addie with black American soldiers in France, around 1917–18. She became well

known for her work with the YMCA during World War I.KAUTZ FAMILY YMCA ARCHIVES,

UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA* * *As for Addie, she emerged from her mourning

invigorated, and the children bore uneasy witness to another of their mother’s several

reinventions. In April 1917, the United States entered the First World War. A few months later,

with eighteen-year-old Eunice away at college, Addie made arrangements for Alphaeus, then

fourteen, to board with friends in Philadelphia and attend school there. She then took a

startling step: she arranged for the appointment of a legal guardian for each child. With that

matter settled, Addie took ship for France alongside the tens of thousands of colored troops

heading for the war—one of only three Negro women to do so. Their duties essentially involved

morale. Under the auspices of the YMCA, they showed movies, worked in canteens, helped

the soldiers write letters, shopped for soldiers who lacked time, taught the soldiers how to look

after their cash, offered educational and religious services. Of course they were not the only

women who went, but they were the only Negroes. There was an irony here: the racial

segregation within the association that William had spent his days combating continued and

even intensified in the theater of war. Thus, there were white YMCA workers to serve white

troops and colored YMCA workers to serve colored troops.Addie was away for a year and a

half.Although the ostensible purpose of the journey was service, in practice the women

documented both the Negro soldiers’ heroism in battle and their wretched treatment at the

hands of their fellow Americans. Upon arriving in Europe, the women were for a brief time

shunted away from the front. They found colored soldiers digging ditches and working as

stevedores rather than fighting. As later historians have documented, the army’s view at the

time was that black draftees were probably too stupid for combat. Instead, they “would serve in

the military equivalent of chain gangs.” But needs must. War is war, and when at last the

colored troops of the 92nd Division finally marched off to battle, the women went with them.

They endured the same rigors of camp and combat as the men. In July of 1919, the New York

Age published on its front page a photograph of Addie, “showing a determined woman in a

greatcoat, in rugged snow-covered terrain alongside a young soldier.”Upon Addie’s return the

following month, she was welcomed at the pier by “a delegation of ladies from Brooklyn.” A

year later, together with Kathryn Magnolia Johnson, who accompanied her to Europe, Addie

would publish Two Colored Women with the American Expeditionary Forces, a popular account

of her time with the troops. The book, which is relied upon by historians of World War I to this

day, cataloged the discriminations, large and small and often dangerous, that the United States

Army imposed upon its Negro troops.Two Colored Women is a brisk and mesmerizing read.

The scenes the authors describe are by turns inspiring and depressing. Many of them involve

feats of heroism by members of a race widely viewed at the time as cowardly. But many more

serve as profound reminders of the intensity of anti-black feeling among whites of the era. The

authors write of the time General Pershing arrived at Le Mans after the armistice to review the

troops. An order was posted: “All troops possible, except colored, to be under arms.” And the

time a unit of the 92nd Division was sent over a hill to be slaughtered, because the proper

armament was reserved for the whites. Then there is the fact that colored troops were not

allowed to march in the victory parade in Paris. When officers discovered that the French

entertained the troops in their homes, orders were issued forbidding the 92nd Division—and

only the 92nd Division—from “addressing or holding conversation with the women inhabitants

of the town.” The Negro soldiers were also prohibited “from entering any building” other than



their own billets or certain public places—that is, they could not go into private homes.The

examples go on and on. Yet most of the book is dedicated not to recording the slights against

the Negro soldiers but to celebrating their heroism in battle. A part of Addie’s purpose in the

book was to make clear to readers that everything their prejudices told them about the

inferiority of the colored troops was false. The authors argue toward the end that the brave

showing of the 92nd in combat against Germany was just more evidence, should any have

been needed, of the fitness of the Negro for full equality back home.The book was widely

applauded, at least within the darker nation. Addie had left home an admired widow of a

beloved man, and returned a year and a half later as a celebrated activist in her own right.The

story of Addie’s trip to France also has a bizarre side note. Before she could depart, she had to

apply for a passport. To obtain it, she of course had to disclose her age—a fact about which

she was, to say the least, cagey. She offered a different answer every time she was asked. The

lies were not even consistent. She would change her birth date by a decade or more. Of course

untruths to make one seem younger are not uncommon. But Addie raised the matter to an art

form so rarefied that we do not actually know for sure when she was born.The 1918 passport

application gives her date of birth as June 11, 1871. But in 1930, Addie told a census taker that

she was fifty-one years old, meaning that she would have been born around 1879. The 1920

census gives her age as forty-eight, which is at least consistent with the 1871 birth date. The

1940 census gives her age as sixty-six, meaning that she would have been born around 1874.

Her headstone states that she was born on June 11, 1875, suggesting that her children

considered this the accurate date. Their source must have been their mother. But all of these

dates are wrong. Addie’s true age was probably the one given either on her original British

passport (June 11, 1866) or on her marriage license (June 11, 1867). On this subject the truth

became, for Addie, a well-hidden secret. As we shall see, she did not lie only to children,

census takers, and the State Department. She also lied to a court while under oath. Yes, she

always preached integrity. But rules have their little exceptions—especially when applied to the

rulemaker.* * *Yet the sin, if sin there was, was surely venial. Addie was devoted to her

children, and the more so after William died. To make ends meet, she cobbled together two or

three jobs at a time. Money was scarce. In 1917, when Eunice matriculated at Smith College,

in Northampton, Massachusetts, tuition ran to about $200 a year. Room and board cost $400,

with a higher charge for those who lived in suites. These sums may sound small, but the school

was actually quite expensive for the era. One must bear in mind that the median household

income was around $1,300—and we can be certain that Addie was either below or not far

above the median. Where the family got the money for Eunice’s expenses remains a mystery. A

scholarship would have been widely and delightedly reported in the Negro press, but no such

report appears. And although after William’s death, the YMCA had briefly continued to pay a

portion of his salary, that period had ended. By 1917, without William’s income, Addie and the

children no longer had a place of their own in Brooklyn, but were boarding again with the

Hairston family at 372 Grand Avenue. Addie scrounged what money she could. Shortly before

Eunice left Brooklyn for Northampton, Addie accepted a position as “northern secretary” for the

Fort Valley School in Georgia. But the job was only part-time, and little money was likely

involved. Besides, Addie would soon depart for France and the war, leaving the job

behind.Probably someone else paid for Eunice’s education at Smith—most likely, Mary White

Ovington. Ovington, a Smith graduate who lived in Northampton, was a wealthy suffragist and

Socialist, and a generous supporter of many reform movements. Racial justice was a passion

of hers, and she was a founder of and major donor to the NAACP. By the time Eunice began

her freshman year, Ovington and Addie had been close friends for a decade. They first met in



1906 in Atlanta, a few months before the riots, when Ovington came to dinner at the Hunton

home at 418 Houston Street—at a time when a white woman dining with a colored family was

a considerable social sin, made worse because a Negro man escorted her. Her description of

Addie on this occasion of their first meeting is vivid: “deep brown in color with a finely molded

mouth, and large unfathomable eyes.” She admired her hostess both for her militance and

because she was “nobly beautiful.” She also enjoyed the children: “Eunice and Alpheus [sic],

little tots then, entertained us while their mother prepared supper.”In time, the friendship

between the two women would come to transcend race. Their common bond was gender.

Fifteen years after that dinner, while suffering discrimination as the only female field secretary

for the NAACP, Addie would write to Ovington, in something like despair, “How I miss you when

I come in from the field.… [N]obody understands a woman’s point of view like a woman.”

Nothing would have been more natural than for Ovington to steer her dear friend’s daughter

toward her own alma mater and, of course, to help with the expense: a salutary lesson for

young Eunice in the importance of having friends everywhere.* * *Mary White Ovington

maintained a summer home in the Berkshires that she often lent to various liberal and even

radical organizations for conferences and meetings. She was the chair of the board of the

NAACP, and the cottage was often used for the group’s retreats. Ovington gave Eunice the run

of her house, and Eunice often spent her weekends and vacations there; Ovington apparently

used the house only rarely.And yet Eunice seemed more comfortable with male than female

mentors. At Smith, where she majored in government, the faculty included a significant number

of women, but her principal influence was Professor Everett Kimball, a veteran progressive and

reformer, a passionate advocate for women’s suffrage and racial equality. It was Kimball who

introduced her to Calvin Coolidge, at that time the governor of Massachusetts, who maintained

a house in Northampton, at 19–21 Massasoit Street. The future President became, in Eunice’s

own words, her “friend and advisor.” She afterward spent a great deal of time at Coolidge’s

simple clapboard house, seeking his advice when he was in residence, partaking of his

magnificent library when he was away.The press would later describe Eunice as popular

among her classmates, but it is difficult to imagine that there was no snubbing of the smart,

sassy Negro. Still, she did well. She made the honor roll. She joined the debate society and

served as one of the hostesses when Marie Curie visited the campus, but judging from the

yearbook Eunice did not participate in many clubs.As it happened, Eunice’s undergraduate

years coincided with an unusual cultural moment. She arrived in Northampton right on the cusp

of what has been called the “dress reform” movement, which seems to have started at Smith,

and was actually not so much a movement as a pitched battle. The battle pitted traditionalist

women at Smith against those who wanted to adopt newer, freer (some would say more

sexually assertive) forms of dress. Similarly, she arrived at the very moment in history when

large numbers of Smith women began dieting in earnest. Some were so concerned about

losing weight that they would write letters home, asking their families to send less food. For

Eunice, this would not have been a problem: years later, reporters still marveled over how little

she ate.* * *Ironically, while Smith College was roiling over whether to discard the traditions

to which Eunice had been raised, her mother, Addie, the great traditionalist, was wearying of

pleas for gradual reform. Her book about the experience of black soldiers, published in 1920,

was angry. But even before then, the apostle of Negro motherhood had been increasingly

attracted to radical solutions. She was invited by Jane Addams to join the Women’s

International League for Peace and Freedom, where she immediately became enmeshed in a

nasty controversy over charges that the WILPF segregated its colored members. Like many

disillusioned black intellectuals, Addie became fascinated with nationalism. She addressed the



1919 Pan-African Congress in Paris, but reported unhappily that the group had no interest in

issues of gender.Although gender was for Addie an issue of increasing salience, she never

entirely abandoned her commitment to the cause of virtuous womanhood as the basis of racial

advancement. Like many early feminists, she saw the issues as deeply related. Thus in

October 1919, at an interracial forum on lynching, as one speaker after another reminded the

audience of the horrors wrought upon Negro men, Addie sought to broaden the conversation.

“While white men have been preserving the sanctity of white women,” she pointed out in her

remarks, “the colored woman has had to preserve her own sanctity.” The proposition harked

back to the Atlanta address that had made her famous. There, too, she had warned her

astonished audience that although racial oppression posed a threat to the virtue of the colored

woman, so did the attitude of the colored man.Two years later, in 1921, Addie traveled to

London for the Second Pan-African Congress. In between she corresponded with Du Bois on

the subject. (A few years later, she would become one of the handful of women on the

congress’s advisory board.) By the time of the 1923 congress, the movement was mainstream.

On behalf of the National Association of Colored Women, Nannie Helen Burroughs wrote to

Addie inquiring whether Margaret Washington—the widow of Booker T. Washington—might

find a place as either vice president or a member of the executive council. Addie’s role in the

Pan-Africanist movement led to frequent correspondence with prominent colored activists. By

this time, her growing radicalism had brought her to the attention of the United States

government. American military intelligence kept a sharp eye on the conferences, and some of

the delegates were informants.Eunice declined to follow her mother into the maelstrom of the

nation’s suddenly stormy racial politics. To be sure, both would remain lifelong Republicans.

Political parties in those days willingly embraced members with a wide spectrum of opinions on

almost every issue, and Addie’s views would increasingly diverge from her daughter’s. But by

this time they had different interests. Addie was the activist, moving further and further to the

left. Eunice, by contrast, was determined to advance in the larger white world. Smith College

was simply the first step on her ladder.Eunice’s yearbook photograph from Smith College,

where she graduated in 1921, having completed both her bachelor’s and master’s degrees in

four years.SMITH COLLEGE PRESS BOARD, COLLEGE ARCHIVES, SMITH COLLEGE

(NORTHAMPTON, MASSACHUSETTS)* * *In the spring of 1921, Eunice was graduated

from Smith cum laude. She was only the second woman in the history of the college to receive

both a bachelor’s and a master’s degree in four years, an achievement noted in the Negro

papers and almost as widely in the mainstream press. Her mother and her brother were

present in Northampton to cheer her on. In the fall, Alphaeus would enroll as a freshman at

Howard University, in Washington, D.C. Unlike his older sister, he would have no wealthy

philanthropist to pay his way. Here, perhaps, we see the germ of the resentment that he would

come to direct against the values that Addie preached. Alphaeus, bookish and intellectually

intense, won prizes at the mostly white Boys High in Brooklyn, and was written up in the Negro

press. But unlike Eunice, he had to work to put tuition money aside. As a Red Cap, he would

spend the long summers before college carrying other people’s bags for low pay and

insignificant tips. It is hard to imagine that he felt no anger toward his older sister and her

wealthy benefactor.Besides, Eunice had always been their father’s favorite. So says family lore,

and William’s correspondence with his friend Jesse Moorland bears this out. Even when he lay

dying at Saranac Lake, William was always excited when it was time for Eunice to visit. In the

fall of 1914, Alphaeus was with his parents, attending school nearby. Eunice, however, was

boarding in Brooklyn, still enrolled at Girls High. Here is Addie’s account of the ensuing

holidays:After the formal observance of Thanksgiving, which Mr. Hunton freely shared, we



began looking forward to the coming of Christmas, which would bring Eunice to join us. She

was always the most animated member of our family and kept her father cheerful. It was an

unforgettable holiday.True, Addie makes a point of telling us how much William enjoyed helping

Alphaeus with his homework, and how father and son enjoyed the beauty of the lake and

mountain vistas. And all of that is important. Yet one cannot come away from the scene without

the sense that as much time as William may have spent with his son, in his heart he was

waiting excitedly for his daughter to arrive. Eunice brought out the smiles, both in Addie’s

memory and in William’s correspondence. It would be odd indeed for Alphaeus not to have

noticed the difference.*Quite apart from reminding him of where he stood in relation to his

vivacious sister, those months carrying bags at Pennsylvania Station also marked Alphaeus in

another way: they taught him keenly how the world works. The Red Caps, most of them

colored, labored long, sweaty hours in the summer heat and were poorly paid. Tips were

unreliable. Several of the men got together and tried to organize a job action, seeking higher

wages. Management’s solution was simple and swift: those who walked off their posts were

fired and replaced. The resistance collapsed.Alphaeus had not joined the job action. But he

had seen first-hand the power of the owners. Others in his position might have sworn to own

the railroad one day. For Eunice’s younger brother, a different dream began. By the time he

started college, he was already searching for radical solutions to the problem of

capital.CHAPTER 4THE CZARINASThen as now, an important reason to attend a selective

college was to come to know those who might help you later, and many young women of the

day chose Smith with just that goal in mind. Eunice, however, made little effort to stay in touch

with her classmates: a year after graduation, the college bulletin listed her among those whose

whereabouts were unknown. Actually she was in Baton Rouge, spending an unhappy year

teaching at Southern University. It was the surroundings, not the school, that made Eunice

miserable. She enjoyed the teaching. But she had left the South as a child a decade and a half

earlier, and she found no particular joy in being back. “Digression,” an autobiographical short

story Eunice would publish the next year, constituted a remembrance of her miserable time in

Baton Rouge. “Christmas isn’t Christmas,” she wrote, “when you’re marooned in a boarding

school in the far South in Louisiana.” Even the planned distribution of baskets to the poor left

the nameless narrator depressed: “The anticipation of this evoked no particular pleasure and I

fell asleep with visions of sugar cane stalks, muddy roads, draughty cabins and Christmas

baskets chasing each other through my head.”Eunice could not escape fast enough. But her

desire to flee the South did not imply a desire to remain under Addie’s roof. Although Eunice

would later say that she spent her first couple of years after college caring for Addie, this does

not appear to be the case. Upon her return to Brooklyn in the summer of 1922, Eunice left

immediately on a motoring trip to the Midwest, where she stayed for at least a month. And no

sooner did Eunice get back from vacation than her mother embarked on a seven-week tour of

the Northeast and Midwest on behalf of the YWCA. Addie was away until just before

Thanksgiving. Early in 1923, Addie would go on the road once more, this time in the interest of

the NAACP, undertaking a courageous and inspiring journey through dangerous, Klan-

dominated territory.These journeys put Addie at risk, but they were her job. The year 1921, for

instance, had found Addie in Indiana, where the Republican Party, in most of the country still

the party of the darker nation, had effectively been taken over by the Klan. And not just the

Republican Party: the Klan essentially ran the state. There were calls for an investigation. The

group insisted that it had nothing to hide. Ministers defended the Klan from the pulpit. Addie

was undeterred. She spoke bravely “in the interest of the NAACP” and put the local branch

back on its feet.Her 1923 Southern swing was very much in the same spirit. And the spirit was



evidently contagious. When news spread that Addie Hunton was coming to town, large crowds

would turn out. Her visits reassured and inspired worried Negroes around the country. The

NAACP did care about them. Its leaders were willing to place their bodies in harm’s way. And

each time Addie emerged from another appearance unscathed, her legend grew.The excited

anticipation of Addie’s visit to Columbia, South Carolina, in January of 1923 was typical. The

Southern Indicator, the local black newspaper, reported that she was coming to town to speak.

“Hear Mrs. Hunton,” the paper urged on page 2, not identifying her beyond the fact that she

was an NAACP field secretary. On page 3, the paper again reminded readers that she would

be in town the following week, this time informing them that she “is renouned [sic] as a public

speaker” and “has an international reputation as a club woman and a Y.W.C.A. worker.” The

piece concluded: “Don’t fail to hear her.”Perhaps the most fabled of Addie’s 1923 journeys was

her visit to Birmingham, Alabama, which boasted one of the largest Klan memberships in the

country and where three years of racist violence had intimidated the population and thrown the

local NAACP branch into disarray. Attacks on Negroes were frequent. They were snatched off

the street, dragged into the woods, and beaten. A black man was flogged for supposedly

having committed “miscegenation” with a woman he had never met. For balance, the Klansmen

flogged the woman, too. She was by no means the only white victim. A Catholic druggist had

his jaw fractured and his teeth knocked out by attackers who ordered him to sell his store and

leave town. A Catholic priest was shot dead for officiating at a wedding between a white

woman and a Puerto Rican man. The killer was the bride’s father, who testified in open court

that he had done it because the priest married his daughter to a “Negro.” He was acquitted.

Later that year, a Klan rally in the city would draw fifty thousand cheering supporters. One local

resident told the NAACP that Birmingham was under a “reign of terror,” a description Addie

dutifully passed on to headquarters. She made the trip anyway—as usual, alone. In the official

report on her journey, she would calmly dismiss any concern: “I had no idea of the

apprehension for my safety until I left.”Nobody questioned Addie’s courage. But she was taking

chances with her health. By this time, her peripatetic life was exacting a toll on her body. Upon

her return to Brooklyn in 1923, she spent three days in the hospital. Her children kept a worried

vigil. Soon Addie was up and about and, like her husband before her, could scarcely wait to get

back on the road.
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Marriage, Killers of the Flower Moon: The Osage Murders and the Birth of the FBI, Kindred,

The Underground Railroad (Pulitzer Prize Winner) (National Book Award Winner) (Oprah's

Book Club): A Novel

Angie Boyter, “A remarkable woman in a remarkable time. I have been a fan of Stephen L.

Carter’s suspense novels about black lawyers since The Emperor of Ocean Park, so when I

read that he had written a book about his grandmother’s career as a lawyer fighting The Mob in

the 1930’s my first reaction was “Here is a real-life story that could be as exciting as his fiction.

“ The opening paragraph confirmed this feeling: “The raids were set for 9 P.M. So secret were

the targets that the one hundred sixty New York City police officers involved were not allowed

to see their orders until five minutes before the hour.” I was ready for the action!However, both

the tone and the timeline were then reset, and the story of Eunice Carter’s investigation and

prosecution of mobsters was put on hold until about a third of the way through the

book.Instead, Carter takes us back to the Civil War and his family’s experiences of slavery and

freedom and the roller coaster of success and discrimination ridden by what Carter termed

Negro “sassiety” (and women of all ethnicities) up through the Depression Era. I found it very

interesting, especially New York politics during the 1920s and 30s, but a reader who has been

primed by the book jacket and the opening paragraph for reading about The Mafia could not be

blamed for feeling a bit let down.Once it begins, though, the story of Eunice Carter’s role in

bringing down mobsters like Lucky Luciano and Tammany Hall boss Jimmy Hines reads like a

good legal thriller. It was not surprising that the recognition she achieved from those

successes led to her becoming “one of the most prominent colored Republicans in the country”

in the early years of WW II, and the political battles she witnessed and participated in were as

interesting as the crime-fighting. She seems to have known every prominent Negro American

of the day, from Richard Wright to Thurgood Marshall, and most of the white ones, perhaps

most notably Thomas Dewey and Eleanor Roosevelt. Invisible is as much a history of

Depression life, World War II, and the rise of and response to communism as it is biography.

The Eunice Hunton Carter I met in Invisible was a remarkable and complex person who

overcame tremendous obstacles and achieved great successes. I admired her tremendously,

and I felt sorry for her, but I found it difficult to like her very much as a person. Carter

repeatedly emphasized his family’s belief in the importance of stable families and the wife’s

duty to set a good example, but Eunice’s own choices were often not ones that would exemplify

traditional family mores, especially with respect to caring for her child. I saw a lot of

commitment to causes in Eunice Carter; I did not see a lot of love.Carter set out to write a

history and biography of his awe-inspiring grandmother, and it is natural that he would

concentrate on his family, but he also raises some obvious questions in an inquisitive reader’s

mind that he leaves unanswered. That was to me the most unsatisfactory aspect of the book. I

learned for the first time courtesy of Carter that Lucky Luciano’s real name was Salvatore

Lucania. He refers to him by that name through several chapters and then says, ”Now known



at Salvatore Luciano”. Why, Dr. Carter? Many immigrants had their names mangled by

immigration officials when they arrived in this country, but it appears that Lucania stayed

Lucania for some time after he arrived here. Inquiring minds want to know why he was

renamed! Later, in describing the 20-person team of lawyers led by Dewey that broke up Lucky

Luciano’s grip on mob activity, he says that the group included “a man who would later serve in

the cabinets of two Presidents of the United States, one as attorney general and the other as

secretary of state”. Since I did not read an electronic copy of the book and cannot easily

search, maybe I missed something, but again inquiring minds want to know who this was. At

one point he refers to a Stephanie St. Clair, who claimed that “the gang war had cost her ‘a

total of 820 days in jail and three-quarters of a million dollars’ ”. There was no explanation of

who Stephanie St. Clair was and she is not exactly a household name, so I Googled her and

learned she that that VERY rare entity, a Negro female mobster! Wow! About 60 pages later,

Carter mentions St. Clair again and explains who she was, but he would have done well to

satisfy the reader’s curiosity earlier. There were a number of other examples as well.Okay, he

raised some questions he did not answer, but Carter also answered A NUMBER OF questions

I did not know I had. Invisible is a fascinating story of a family of which Stephen L. Carter can

be justifiably proud and a compelling picture of an important time in American history,

interweaving issues of race, politics, and personal ambition. I am very glad to have been

introduced to Eunice Carter, and if your expectations are set for the right story, I think you’ll be,

too.”

DavidJ, “The Era of Women. It is unfortunate that misogyny, sexism and racism hidden the

greatness of so many individuals. This is a story of African American woman that rose to

prominence in the early 1900s. Not only do you get a great history listen about American

history and the influences that a number of Blacks had on that history, but you also get a real

sense of what it means to be Invisible because of race and gender. This story is nicely told

and you will not be bored with learning history that you were never taught.”

Jonathan Fairman, “Well written, fascinating account of an amazing woman. This book is an

account of the life of the author's grandmother who was a pioneering black attorney in the

1940s and 50s. The story is well told, extremely well documented, and provides an unusual

view of life among upper class residents of Harlem and the United States from about 1900 -

1960. The political insights are amazing.”

Kenneth L. Mickens Esq., “A surprisingly reflective and unbiased biography!. Book Review.

Stephen L. Carter, primarily a fiction writer, goes deep in his review of the life of his legally

distinguished relative. Rather than produce a fawning biopic designed to canonize her, he

goes to great pains to demonstrate that although the protégé of New York Governor Thomas E.

Dewey was an African American female trailblazer in legal circles in 1930s New York City, she

was also haunted by the specter of her Communist brother and the fact that she never

achieved her goal of becoming a judge. Along the way, we are given access to close friends

such as Harlem Renaissance notables Countee Cullen, Langston Hughes, and the NAACP's

Walter Washington. Although I would have liked more discussion of Eunice's inner passion,

Stephen Carter appears to capture the highlights of her life and place these events in proper

perspective.  February 1, 2019. Kenneth L. Mickens, Esq.”

Tea on the Veranda, “MUCH better than anticipated!. When I ordered this book I will admit that

I was VERY concerned. I generally do not order books listed in “good” condition because



historically they are in shabby condition. I decided to take a Chance with Book Outlet because I

had a gift card that brought the price of the book down to $5. I placed the order and crossed

my fingers. The book arrived about 7 days after it was ordered in a padded envelope complete

with tracking number. (5 stars for shipping) The condition of the book is, in my opinion, VG-LN.

All pages are intact, new, without notes/writing nor highlighting. There is a small black dot

which indicates the book is a remainder copy. Because I purchase books to READ, remainder

marks help me afford them. (5 Stars for condition) The book jacket is interesting. I am not sure

it is original to the book as it is missing the title of the book on the spine and on the face of the

volume. It does, however have everything else the original book jacket has. This could be a first

run book jacket. But really...I am excited to actually have a book jacket. It can be pre-production

or a reprint...as long as the pertinent information is there I am thrilled! (5 Stars on book jacket) I

know that some sellers of remainder copies list them as LN-VG. I also know there is quite a bit

of debate over this. In my opinion Book Outlet listed the book correctly and in the future I will

order their books with confidence that the quality will be excellent. What a wonderful 5 Star

experience!”

The book by Stephen L. Carter has a rating of 5 out of 4.6. 526 people have provided

feedback.
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